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Abstract
A coloring of a graph G = (V ,E) is a partition {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} of V into independent sets or
color classes. A vertex v ∈ Vi is a Grundy vertex if it is adjacent to at least one vertex in each color
class Vj for every j < i. A coloring is a partial Grundy coloring if every color class contains at least
one Grundy vertex, and the partial Grundy number of a graph is the maximum number of colors in a
partial Grundy coloring. We derive a natural upper bound on this parameter and show that graphs with
sufﬁciently large girth achieve equality in the bound. In particular, this gives a linear-time algorithm
to determine the partial Grundy number of a tree.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider the calculation of the partial Grundy number of a graph with
large girth. The concept of partial Grundy coloring is a weak form of minimal coloring.
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Let G = (V ,E) be a graph. A set of vertices S ⊆ V is called independent if no two
vertices in S are adjacent. A (proper) k-coloring of graph G is a partition {V1, V2, . . . , Vk}
of V into k independent sets, called color classes. In the coloring, a vertex v ∈ Vi is called a
Grundy vertex if v is adjacent to at least one vertex in color class Vj , for every j < i. (Every
vertex in V1 is vacuously a Grundy vertex.) Thus the Grundy (coloring) number of a graph
is deﬁned as the maximum number of colors in a coloring where every vertex is a Grundy
vertex. This parameter is studied in [1–3,5–8,11] inter alia.
Recently, Erdös et al. [4] studied the concept of a partial Grundy coloring. This is a
coloring (V1, V2, . . . , Vk) such that every color class Vi , 1 ik, contains at least one
Grundy vertex. The partial Grundy number (G) is the maximum k such that G has a
partial k-Grundy coloring [4]. Erdös et al. related partial Grundy colorings to other graph
properties such as parsimonious proper coloring number [10] and the maximum degree.
In this paper, we observe a natural upper bound on (G) and show that trees and graphs
with sufﬁciently large girth achieve equality in the bound. In particular, this gives a linear-
time algorithm to determine the partial Grundy number of a tree.As expected, the associated
decision problem is NP-complete.
2. An upper bound
In this section, we deﬁne a natural upper bound on the partial Grundy number in terms of
what we call a “feasible Grundy sequence”. We show that a greedy algorithm can compute
this bound on all graphs.
Deﬁnition. A sequence S of r distinct vertices (g1, . . . , gr ) of a graphG is a feasibleGrundy
sequence if for 1 ir the degree of gi in G − {gi+1, . . . , gr} is at least i − 1. The stair
factor (G) of G is the maximum cardinality of a feasible Grundy sequence.
For example in the graph in Fig. 1, the sequence (b, c, d, e) is a feasible Grundy sequence.
Note that the stair factor is clearly no greater than the maximum degree plus 1. If we have
a partial Grundy coloring and write down a Grundy vertex from each color class from Vk
down to V1, we obtain a feasible Grundy sequence. Thus it follows that
(G)(G)(G) + 1.
Surprisingly perhaps, (G) can be calculated in linear-time with a simple greedy algo-
rithm. (This has echoes in the calculation of the so-called coloring number of a graph; see
[9, p. 77]).
We introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let w be a vertex of graph G. Then (G − w)(G) − 1.
Proof. Consider a maximum feasible Grundy sequence S of graph G: say (g1, . . . , g). If
w ∈ S, then S − w is a feasible Grundy sequence in graph G − w. If w /∈ S, then S − g1 is
a feasible Grundy set in G − w. Hence the result. 




Fig. 1. An example of feasible Grundy sequence.
We next introduce a vertex-decomposition list.
Deﬁnition. A vertex-decomposition list D = (v1, . . . , vn) of a graph is computed by re-
peatedly removing a vertex vi of maximum degree from the graph Gi =G−{v1, . . . , vi−1}.
(Note that v1 is a maximum degree vertex in G.) The degree of the vertex vi at removal we
call its residue degree, and denote the sequence of residue degrees by (d1, . . . , dn).
Theorem 1. Let D be any vertex-decomposition list of a graph G with residue degrees




Proof. Let k be the value mini di + i. It is clear that (v1, . . . , vk) is a feasible Grundy
sequence. Hence (G)k.
We prove that (G)k by induction on the order n. If n= 1, then the graph is an isolated
vertex, and so (G) = k = 1. In general, let G′ = G − v1 and let k′ be the value produced
by the algorithm on G′ using D′ = D − v1. That is, k′ = mini2 di + (i − 1).
There are two cases.
Case 1: k′ <k. Then (G′)k′ by the inductive hypothesis, and so (G)(G′) + 1 =
k′ + 1k by Lemma 2.1.
Case 2: k′ = k. Then the only way that mini2 di + i − 1 = mini1 di + i = k is that
d1 = k − 1. That is, (G) = k − 1. But clearly (G)(G) + 1 in all graphs. 
2.1. Complexity analysis
We show that the parameter (G) can be computed in O(m) time, where m is the number
of edges in the graph. We assume the graph is given by its adjacency list representation.
We proceed as follows. We use bucket sort to distribute the n vertices into an array of n
buckets corresponding to residue degree 0 through n − 1. While calculating the decompo-
sition sequence, we ﬁnd the vertex vi in the last non-empty bucket and remove it. Then for
each entry u in vi’s adjacency list, we move u one bucket down.
To allow each bucket move to take O(1) time, we store each bucket as a doubly linked
list; and also maintain for each vertex vi a pointer that tracks the location of its entry in the
bucket-array. During a run of the algorithm, the total number of moves is at most the sum
of the degrees and is hence O(m). Therefore the algorithm has complexity O(m).
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3. Achieving partial Grundy coloring
In this section we show that, in graphs with sufﬁciently large girth, any feasible Grundy
sequence is always “almost realizable” in a partial Grundy coloring, and present a linear-
time algorithm for achieving this. This implies that on such graphs the partial Grundy
number is equal to the upper bound.
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a graph with girth larger than 8 and let S=(g1, . . . , gk) be a feasible
Grundy sequence for G. Then there exists a partial Grundy coloring (V1, . . . , Vl) with lk
such that for each i2, gi is in Vi and is a Grundy vertex.
Note that the restriction i2 is necessary: consider for example a path on 4 vertices la-
beled g1–g3–v–g2. In this case, the vertex labeled g1 is given color 2 following
Theorem 2.
We ﬁrst give the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition. Consider a feasible Grundy sequence (g1, . . . , gk). Vertex gi is satisﬁed if we
properly color some of its neighbors in such a way that gi is adjacent to colors {1, . . . , i−1},
but i is not among the colors now appearing on its neighbors. (In other words, gi becomes
a Grundy vertex for color class Vi .)
The basic approach in proving Theorem 2 is as follows:
We color the graph in k − 1 rounds. In Round i (i running from 2 up to k), we color the
vertex gi with color i and then satisfy it.
At the end, we color all the uncolored vertices (if any) one at a time by giving each the
smallest color not used in its neighborhood.
To satisfy gi , we must color i−1 of its neighbors with distinct colors. So we must ensure
that each round of coloring does not create problems for later rounds: speciﬁcally it must
ensure that already-colored neighbors have distinct colors. For this we introduce the concept
of a restriction.
Deﬁnition. Let w be an uncolored neighbor of gi . Then a restricted color for w, is any
color at a neighbor of w, and any color at distance 2 from w, where the common neighbor
of w and the colored vertex is one of gi+1, . . . , gk .
Note that at the start of round i, every colored vertex is either one of g2, . . . , gi−1, or
has been colored to satisfy one of these vertices (its coloring was caused by that Grundy
vertex). Thus there are 4 cases of restricted colors, as shown in Fig. 2. (Note that in case
(1), w was not used to satisfy its adjacent Grundy vertex.) The key is that the girth limits
the number of restrictions. Note that when restrictions are not violated, no two vertices in
Ni (see below) are already colored with the same color at round i.





an uncolored neighbor 
a restriction
a colored Grundy vertex 
an uncolored feasible
Grundy vertex
Fig. 2. The 4 cases of restricted colors.
Lemma 3.1. Let graph G have girth larger than 8. Let Ni be any set of i − 1 neighbors of
gi excluding gi+1, . . . , gk . If at the start of round i no two vertices inNi are already colored
with the same color, then we can complete the coloring of Ni such that every vertex in Ni
has a distinct color in the range {1, . . . , i − 1} and the color restrictions are not violated.
Proof. Assume that no restrictions have been violated up to the start of round i. Before
round i, only colors 1 up to i − 1 have been used. Consider a vertex gj for 2j < i. Then,
by the girth constraint, either gj caused one colored neighbor of gi and no restriction on
the uncolored vertices of Ni , or gj caused no colored neighbor and at most one restriction.
Hence if b of the elements of Ni are uncolored, then there are at most b− 1 restrictions and
b available colors. It follows that we can complete the coloring of Ni greedily—provided
we color the vertices that have a restriction ﬁrst; each time, we remove the color used from
the available list at each vertex. Because the restrictions are not violated and available list
is updated after each coloring, no two vertices in Ni are colored with the same color while
satisfying gi . No restrictions have been violated in the execution of round i. 
We observe that a set Ni always exists. So this completes the proof of Theorem 2.
As a consequence, we obtain:
Theorem 3. For a graph G of girth larger than 8, (G) = (G).
3.1. Complexity analysis
We show that the coloring can be found in O(m) time.
Consider Round i and let w be an uncolored element of Ni . The key problem is to
determine the set of restricted colors for w. For this, we examine each neighbor u of w.
If u is already colored, then its color is a restricted color. If u is not colored and not a gj ,
then we do nothing. We will charge the cost of the examination of such a u to the edge uv.
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Note that during the round, one of the ends of the edge (viz. v) is colored. Since we never
examine an edge joining two colored vertices, the total cost of such examinations over all
rounds is O(m).
However, if u = gj for some j > i, then we need to examine the colors adjacent to gj .
For efﬁciency, we will maintain this information at each gj , say in a bag Bj . Each entry in
Bj was caused by a speciﬁc ga for some a < i, and no two entries were caused by the same
ga . Now, because, with girth restriction, there is a unique short path between ga and gi , this
case can only occur once for a speciﬁc (a, i) pair. Indeed, as we work through Bj to restrict
w, we can charge each item to a speciﬁc (a, i) pair. Hence the total work in examining all
the Bj , in all rounds of the algorithm, is at most O(k2). And since the sum of the residue
degrees is at least
∑k
i=1 i, it follows that k2 is O(m). It is easily seen that maintaining the
Bj takes O(m) total work.
Once we have determined the restrictions, then the actual process of coloring Ni takes
O(|Ni |) time. We maintain a bag of available colors; this is initialized to all colors in the
range 1 to |Ni | that are not already present. For each vertex, we work through the bag
skipping restricted colors, until we ﬁnd the ﬁrst usable color: the total number of skips is at
most |Ni | − 1. So the actual coloring process again takes O(k2) total time.
The ﬁnal step in the algorithm is to color every uncolored vertex. For this we simply give
it the smallest color not used by a neighbor. This process takes O(m) total time.
3.2. Regular graphs
There is at least one other case where one can ﬁnd the partial Grundy number fast. This
is the case of large regular graphs. This is a consequence of the following simple result.
Theorem 4. For any ﬁxed integer r, there is an integer Nr such that all r-regular graphs
G with more than Nr vertices have (G) = r + 1.
Proof. If the order of G is sufﬁciently large, then there exists a set F of r vertices which are
mutually at distance at least 4. Let these be the Grundy vertices for colors 2 up to r + 1: for
each f ∈ F color it with its desired color and arbitrarily give each neighbor of f a different
color. This can be extended to a proper (r+1)-coloring. Note that the partial Grundy number
is no greater than the maximum degree plus 1. 
For example, the 4-cycle has (C4)=2, but all other 2-regular graphs G have (G)=3.
4. NP-completeness
As expected, the partial Grundy number is intractable. Deﬁne the following decision
problem:
PARTIAL GRUNDY COLORING
Instance: Graph G, positive integer k
Question: Does G have a partial Grundy coloring = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} with
at least k colors?















Fig. 3. An example.
Theorem 5. PARTIAL GRUNDY COLORING is NP-complete, even for chordal graphs.
Proof. Clearly PARTIAL GRUNDY COLORING is in NP. The certiﬁcate is the coloring.
The transformation is from 3-COLOR (is a graph 3-colorable?). Given an arbitrary in-
stance G of 3-COLOR, we create a graph G′ and integer k, such that G has a (proper)
3-coloring iff G′ has a partial Grundy k-coloring for G′.
The graph G′ is constructed as follows:
1. For each vertex vi ∈ V (G) create a single vertex labeled vi in G′. For each edge
ej ∈ E(G) create a single vertex labeled lj in G′. Let R be the set of these vertices (both
vi and lj ) in G′.
2. For each edge ej = vavb ∈ E(G), create a vertex sj in G′, and add edges from sj to va ,
vb and lj in G′. Then form all the sj vertices into a clique S in G′.
3. Finally, add one disjoint K3 in G′.
An example of this construction is shown in Fig. 3.
Clearly, this construction is polynomial in the size of G. Let k = |E| + 3 (the maximum
degree of G′ plus 1).
First we show that if G has a 3-coloring g, then G′ has a partial Grundy coloring f that
uses k colors. We construct f as follows:
1. For vi ∈ V let f (vi)= g(vi). For each lj in G′ representing an edge ej = vavb in G, let
f (lj ) be whichever of 1, 2 or 3 is not used for va and vb.
2. For j = 1, . . . , |E|, let f (sj ) = 3 + j (in any order).
3. Color the K3 with 1, 2 and 3.
The assignment is a valid partial Grundy k-coloring. For, each color class Vi is an in-
dependent set. Note that for i4, each color class Vi has only one member, namely si−3.
Each sj vertex is adjacent to vertices colored 1, 2 and 3 in R (va , vb, and lj ) and to vertices
colored 4, . . . , j − 1.
Now we show that if G′ has a partial Grundy coloring f using k colors, then G has a
proper 3-coloring. Indeed, we claim that the restriction of f to V is a proper 3-coloring of
G. Note the following:
1. Suppose some vertex of R is Grundy in G′. Let w be such a vertex with the largest
color c, c > 1. Vertex w is only adjacent to vertices of S; hence S must contain vertices
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of colors 1 through c − 1. By the choice of w, S contains Grundy vertices for colors
c + 1 through k. This implies that |S|k − 1, a contradiction. Therefore, in graph G′,
no vertex of R is Grundy with color larger than 1.
2. Thus S consists of the Grundy vertices for colors 4 up to k. Each of these vertices has
three neighbors in R: these must be colored with colors 1, 2 and 3, and must have distinct
colors.
3. Thus V is colored with only colors 1, 2 and 3. Furthermore, if va and vb are adjacent
in G, there is a vertex of S adjacent to both of them and so they receive different colors.
That is, f restricted to V is a proper coloring of G. 
A similar construction shows that the partial Grundy number is intractable even for
bipartite graphs.
5. Concluding remarks and open problems
In this paper we show that the problem of determining the partial Grundy number (G)
of a graph G is NP-complete even for chordal graphs and bipartite graphs. We also show
that (G) for any G is bounded above by the stair factor (G), a parameter newly deﬁned
here. For graphs with girth larger than 8, this bound is achieved. This result leads to a linear
time algorithm to determine (G) for graphs with large girth.
Thus naturally, a question arises: is the stair factor (G) of any other class of graphs
worth investigating?
We also observe that (G)(G)(G) + 1 for any graph G. This inequality chain
raises some interesting questions. We know from Theorem 3 that for a graph G with girth
larger than 8, (G) = (G). What other classes of graphs have this property? Similar
question for (G) = (G) + 1. Note that for graphs satisfying (G) = (G) + 1, all the
three parameters are the same. What are these graphs?
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